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1I note that I have retained the Endnote format of the original publication, with, I hope,
not too much inconvenience for you.  

2The context is the ‘side-selection’ of page 250 of Method in Theology to which we return
in Cantower IIX, section 5.

Cantower VI:

Gathering Round One

September 1s,t 2002

This Cantower, as its title indicates, gathers. It gathers and answers various questions that

have arisen as a result of this odd venture.  It is a gathering also of  results and suggestions from

the recent August conference, the program for which was described in Cantower III under the

title “Round One  Willing Gathering”. Finally, it presents, in section 6.5,1  a gathering of my own

energy in a particular direction of reflection on reform, and that gathering is contextualized by a

gathering, in section 6.4, of pointers regarding simple ways of contributing to schemes of reform

in Lonergan studies. This latter notion, of course, has been for some a central annoyance in my

project and a source of questions about the nature and legitimacy of the project. It throws us right

into the deep and discomforting end of the first section, and to reflection on the final - and for

some annoying - comment at the end section 3 of Cantower V: “ ‘The cerebral localizations 

proposed by Avicenna, Alfarabi and Averroes’ would take sides2 with neurodynamic analysis

against an eclectic nominalism of feelings and values”.  We will home in on that annoyance at the

end of section 6.1.

1.1 The Core Project

Questions have emerged about what is essential to the project, and what peripheral: this to

a large extent because of eccentricities of presentation. Is, for instance, the song “Will you go,

Lassie, go?” of any real importance to Cantowers IV and V? You might be surprised to find that

it could be, when one pulls in the contexts of luck, anastomosis, Durand’s analysis of symbols,
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3Further comments on my use of Joyce will be given at the beginning of Cantower VII.

whatever. But the short answer is, No. And the same can be said for my entire symbolic

superstructure, my drawing on Ezra Pound and Chopin, Beckett, Elizabeth and Robert  Browning

and Nadia Boulanger, Donne and Shakespeare and Joyce etc.3 My superstructure - or

infrastructure - may be strange to you, especially if our cultures or language-groupings differ:

then your molecules will gradually ferment my core pointings into your own home zone.        

The core project, then, is the cultivation of the hodic enterprise, the personal and

communal reaching for the structure of collaboration described in Method in Theology, chapter

5. 

I think, however, that the images of that project I have given - and described in Cantower V -

bear translation into other cultures: a tower of power for good, within which there is a structure of

support for a communal, yet differentiated, search for meaning and progress. The core is invariant

geo-historically. Technically, I might suggest that you have to do your own homely version of the

described Classification on page 250 of Method in Theology to detect what is opposed to your

cultural  perspective: I will return to this in later Cantowers. But my focus at the moment is

international collaboration, a global tower. 

So, for instance, the next three Cantowers open the way to the effort to face personally 

the challenge of the following years’ Cantowers.  It is not an invitation to you to face that effort

in the parallel months, but to envisage the possibility of it being faced by the searcher who wishes

to move forward towards adequate categories for this millennium. That searcher need not be you:

you may well  be just an interested party, or just too old to change, yet willing to encourage

others: a Diagalev staging the leaps of a Nijinski or a Karsavina.  In presenting those Cantowers I

have found it useful to suggest images from two of the works of James Joyce. There are the

references to three stories in Dubliners in the three following Cantowers. Those references and

quotations can be seen as quite peripheral to the drive of Cantowers VII, IIX and IX. But some

parallel reflections on lost opportunities of youth and life are relevant, essential, to their reading.

For the Cantowers  of the year 2003 the Joycean mood I would wish to be present in the

young man or woman who wishes to give the search for adequate foundational identity a serious
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4Robert Bruce Lindsay and Henry Margenau, Foundations of Physics, 1936, Dover 1957.
The book, regularly referred to in Insight, survives well and I will deal with it in some detail in
Cantower X. It is not easy to find an up-to-date equivalent, but I recommend and will use at
times in the years to follow Ian D.Lawrie, A Unified Grand Tour of Theoretical Physics, The
Institute of Physics Publishing, London, 1990.

shot is the mood caught in the concluding lines of The Portrait of an Artist as a Young Man:

“that I may learn in my own life and away from home and friends what the heart is and what it

feels. Amen. So be it. Welcome, O life! I go to encounter for the millionth time the reality of

experience and to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race”. 

Following the feminist bent that I gave the search at the conclusion of Cantower III you might

well like to think of this as The Portrait of a Theorist as a Young Woman. I have, of course, a

strange and refreshing view of theory in mind here - if you recall the discussion of Tomega from

that third Cantower - but still my message is not a welcome one to many Lonergan students and

enthusiasts. We will come to that sore topic a little later. Here I wish to emphasize the need I feel

more and more in these last decades to hold the stand expressed in this next year, to turn  and

return the serious beginner to The Foundations of Physics. It is, for me, a central metadoctrine,

close to Plato’s heart. It was, for Lonergan, a central metradoctrine. I recall now vividly the

occasion when he made the related discomforting statement. It was in the late 1970s, when he

answered a question, “How much physics should a theologian know?”. His immediate response:

“Well, he should be able to read Lindsay and Margenau.”4

Cantower X points to the hodic structure of the new Foundations of Physics, giving it a

fuller context in relation to the method of theology and the needs of undifferentiated

consciousness. As originally planned - I will return to the modifications later, but it seems best to

indicate the original intent: I suspect that it will not be the last pragmatic adjustment in these

Cantowers - the following ten Cantowers were to seek to lead the interested searcher through

essential facets of the topic in a way that both sublates the work of Lindsay and Margenau and

lifts the student into a serious perspective on understanding such realities as the lower ground of

loneliness, energy and entropy. Such an effort, maintained contemplatively through a decade or
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5Method in Theology, 292.

6Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, X, 7, 1177b26 - 1178a2. My little book, Music That is
Soundless. A Fine Way for the Lonely Bud A, Axial Press, 2002, provides an elementary
introduction to the attitude. 

7The challenge is very briefly expressed in the note to the first page (p.153) of the chapter
on “interpretation” in Method in Theology: “see my own discussion of the truth of interpretation
in Insight, 562-594[585-617] and observe how ideas presented there recur here in quite different
functional specialties”.

8Insight, 588[611]. “a critic can proceed to a determination of the contributor’s particular
viewpoint, he can indicate how the particularism probably would not invalidate the contributor’s
work and, on the other hand, he can suggest to others working in the contributor’s special field
the points on which the work needs revision”. 

two, should eventually make more likely a rich personal  perspective on “their destiny”.5

Following this program, the final Cantower of the year, Cantower XXI, was to focus - and still

does - on a fresh meaning for the activity called contemplation, a kataphatic sublation of

Aristotle’s finest way.6 Only in the final year of Cantowers, 2011, will the challenge to seek out

an eschatological thematic be faced directly. What of the intervening years? Certainly, I could

and have associated that part of the climb, my own beginner’s recycling climb, any beginner’s

optional climb, with Joyce’s Journey: that of Ulysses or Work in Progress or Finnegans Wake.

But I might just as well associate it with Michel Proust’s great self-tasting climb, Remembrance of 

Things Past. Perhaps, however, it is easiest to think of those years as a massive updating of

Aristotle’s Peri Hermeneias that seeks to move towards a communal facing of the challenge7 of

the hodics of interpretation by applying, and inviting the application of, the first principle of

criticism of the third canon of hermeneutics.8  Or you may find it oddly encouraging to view

these years of effort as a muddling round and down through the thirty three lines of page 250 of

Method in Theology. This effort will ground a  final foundational output, recommended by the

last three lines on that page, prior to the eschatological fantasy of the last year.

And here you notice, if you have read the piece of Lonergan’s text quoted in the previous

footnote, that the trouble of annoyance bubbles up again. We are back at the arrogance of a critic

who would talk of the “eclectic nominalism of feelings and values” mentioned in the first
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9Bernard Benstock, “The State of the Wake”, James Joyce Quarterly, 14(1878-9), 237.

10This was the topic of section of Cantower IV. It is a principle of integral orientation
expressed in Lonergan’s opposition to commonsense eclecticism: “Theoretical understanding,
THEN, seeks to solve problems, to erect syntheses, to embrace the universe in a single view”
(Insight, 417[442]).

paragraph above. This view of the mood and mode of a substantial part of present Lonergan

studies may well seem extreme. But there it is: a result of some decades of my random dialectics.

And, while I know of those who find it annoying and arrogant,  there are not a few who feel a

little the same way as I do.  They may be silent because of the vulnerability of a thesis or a job:

then let them continue in the silence of the lamb, or in the words of the title of the Newfoundland

remake of that film, “Ewes Be Quiet”.  Further, there are those who, seriously and quietly, push

forward in their efforts to understand and interpret Lonergan’s work, with whom I have no

quarrel.  Indeed, their seriousness and focus is in some an indication of the very functional focus

that I am advocating here. But it seems to me that there is a growing need for someone to pause

and try to detect - not by a functional specialized collaborative dialectic, but by solitary lightsome

survey - what state the organism of Lonergan studies is. “How does one diagnose the health of a

body that has long been acknowledged to be immortal? Joyce had indicated that he intended for

his work to keep the scholars busy for 300 years, so that anyone who has been at work on

Finnegans Wake for the past 20 years, still has 280 years to go. Not every Wake commentator has

accepted the full measure of dedication apparently, for some have paused for long respites along

the way.”9  My suspicion, twenty years after Lonergan’s death, is that something like Benstock’s

taking stock of “The State of the Wake” is timely in regard to the state of Method. So here I am. I

have nothing to lose, I have no need to publish before I perish, and I have little hope of getting a

research grant from any source.  I see, and I think that there are others who do also, the risky out-

stepping as necessary: I, like those silent others, would not like to see this Ship of Seriousness

sinking for a third axial time, yet what seems to be in place at present is mainly a set of schemes

of recurrence that neglect or  reject, at least implicitly, the metadoctrine that is implicit in what I

call the Tomega Principle.10 That principle regards theoretic consciousness in a fullness beyond

the “Butterfield Breakthrough”: but, reaching further and deeper, it regards the aspiration of the
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11See note 16 below.

12Finnegans Wake, 8.

human group hidden in every heart-muscle, muscled out by axial meanness.  So I take my stand

in a global network fishing, hoping that some few, involved or not with Lonergan’s work, would

be interested in an extreme form of Enlightenment that is fully and adequately foundational:

neither Zen nor Ken but Then, and that those few foundational risk-takers would add a ferment of

renewal in the cycling and re-cycling that is hodic process. But that does not exclude those with

less time and talent who seek to further Lonergan’s work. Indeed, after the push forward of the

next four Cantowers I will attempt, in Cantower XI, a broader indication of strategies by which

we all may nudge culture forward.  

I was lucky in being led forward in my own extreme form of searching by coming from

an M.Sc. In Mathematical science in 1956 to the challenge of Lonergan’s Insight and the Verbum

articles in 1957.  And I find myself still struggling with these works forty five years later, still

finding the perspective of that Canadian Stranger “A Bridge Too Far”.11 Perhaps you are young,

searching for larger meaning, somewhat strange and displaced? I can only suggest that “this is the

way to the musey room.”12 Might I not repeat here for you, or for those older who are on the

edge of permanent entrapment in the busyness of eclecticism, the last page of that previous

invitation of twenty years ago, still for me a fresh invitation? The brief sketching mentioned there

continued through the following two decades and has now, in my seventies, grown into a million-

word project.

“I have sketched briefly a project that has preoccupied me in the twenty years since I first

encountered Lonergan’s writings. The sketch is the expression of my own dim reach towards an

achieved larger project in methodology which, as Lonergan told me in rich conversations when

he was in Ireland in 1971, drew his interest when he first went to London University in the later

twenties.

In discussing the first bridge [the bridge of gems], I noted it as a bridge of non-

discipleship. Yet I am a disciple, like a second-rate musician in the presence of Beethoven. I am

increasingly puzzled by the difference between the community of mind and the community of
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13Leo Strauss, Liberalism: Ancient and Modern (New York, Basic Books, 1968, 3).

14The remark is quoted on p. 23 of the text published with the Deutsche Gramaphon
edition (1977) of Beethoven’s Nine Symphonies.

15Lonergan, Verbum: Word and Idea in Aquinas, 1967, 220[1997. 227].

music. The community of intellect seems to be, as Leo Strauss points out, a community ‘of

impresarios and lion-tamers.’13 The community of great musicians is reverent. Chopin endlessly

returned to Bach. Mahler’s last word was ‘Mozart’. Recently Herbert Von Karajan conducted

Beethoven’s fourth and fifth symphonies, three weeks after having listened to them more than

200 times in editing his Deutsche Grammaphon recording of the nine. ‘From the moment I

began.’ he remarked of the concert, ‘they were new works to me.’ 14

Like Karajan with Beethoven, I cannot read Lonergan’s works, even after more than

twenty years, as familiar; they are quite beyond me. He has bridgeheaded generalized empirical

method, the tandem incarnate academic challenge of the twenty-first century and beyond; he has

done so in towering solitude. We could best honor him in his seventy-fifth year by, primarily in

solitude, coming to grips afresh with his invitation to slowly discover our modern selves in the

randomness of his method.

He wrote, in concluding Verbum more than thirty years ago: ‘a completely genuine

development of the thought of St.Thomas will command in all the universities of the modern

world the same admiration and respect that St.Thomas himself commanded in the medieval

University of Paris.’15

But respect can die in the mesh of death, disregard, and condemnation. What followed

Aquinas all too quickly were correctors of correctors of Brother Thomas.

            It seems to me that the cost of a genuine development of Aquinas, of ‘the transposition of

his position to meet the issues of our own day’, of implementing generalized empirical method,
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16This is the conclusion of the article “Features of Generalized Empirical Method and the
Actual Context of Economics”, Creativity and Method, M.Lamb (ed), Marquette University
Press, 1983. The seven bridges discussed there are still vital issues and are transposed in these
Cantowers: in the present project the focus is on the fifth bridge, the bridge of IMPS, “to take
seriously the challenge of Insight, Method, Praxis, Sargawit”(ibid.,350). 

17I mentioned in Cantower I, note 30 that you may have your own symbolic
revolutionary image, like the hopeless Warsaw Ghetto rising of 1943. The Irish revolution set a
symbolic pace across the British Empire, especially in India. See Gandhi’s comments on Irish
strategies of opposition in Declan Kiberd, Inventing Ireland. The Literature of the Modern
Nation, Harvard University Press, 1995, 259, 357.  

18T.Ryle Dwyer, Big Fellow, Long Fellow. A Joint Biography of Collins and De Valera, 
Gill and Macmillan, Dublin, 1999,  23.

19 The three poets were Pearse himself, Thomas McDonagh and Joseph Mary Plunkett.
The latter, oddly, was the chief military strategist of the revolution. 

is, in the coming decades, precisely the cost of discipleship”.16

I began these Cantowers cheekily on Easter Monday, April 1st, All Fool’s Day. It was the

anniversary of a foolish Irish Revolution17 led by an odd Irish schoolteacher. “It was hard to

believe that the stout, scholarly Pearse was a revolutionary leader. He was flabby from a

sedentary life and spoke slowly, with a carefully measured cadence, as he struggled to overcome

a habitual stutter.”18 One witty and cynical commentator remarked that at least the revolution got

rid of three bad poets.19  The Empire struck back: but the foolish schoolteacher, in a death he

anticipated with open eyes, somehow made a stir.

1.2 Directions from the August Gatherings

So I come to consider the stir of the August meeting. I aim at brevity: there is no brief

way, at all events, to intimate the relevance of the leisured oceaned pace to the peculiar honesty

and creativity of the gatherings. Further, I cannot add details of individual suggestions and

pointings, not primarily  because of confidentiality but because of the present endangered status

of some of those pointing. There was a general airing of a sense that all was not well in the
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20Charles C.Hefling Jr., “On Understanding Salvation History”, Lonergan’s
Hermeneutics. Its Development and Applications, edited by Sean E.McEvenue and Ben
E.Meyer, The Catholic University of America, 1989, 222. I shall add some reflections on this
volume in section 6 of Cantower IX. I do not, however, recommend the volume for an
introductory foray into either interpreting or applying Lonergan’s view of interpretation. The text
above will say more on this.

21The reference is to Browning’s poem and its discussion in Cantower IV.  

teaching or thesis-direction of Lonergan studies, but the airing was constructive: where to go

from the here and now.  My own effort was to place this airing and constructive orientation in as

full and optimistic a  heuristic context as possible - at the final meeting of the conference, some

expressed the view,  with a mix of humour and seriousness, that gloom rather than optimism was

the dominant tone! - and to benefit from the exchanges by modifying patterns of my previously-

intended Cantower and conference strategy.  For instance, it became quite evident to me as I

prepared for the conference and listened to contributions at it that my intended focus of next

year’s meeting on “Foundations and Functional Specialization in Physics” was just not on:

instead of that the topic will be “Functional Specialization and the Interpretation of Lonergan”.

Perhaps I should say, not the topic but the effort. What Charles Hefling remarked about the area

in a conference devoted to it, “not to read about it but to use it”20 is to be our slogan. I cannot

enter into the creative suggestions that led in this direction, but obviously the bent of our week

was towards reaching a better glimpse of what it meant to each of us to “interpret Lonergan”, or

to interpret any other writer.  Terry Quinn led the way here in undertaking to have a serious shot

during the next year at the functional specialist interpretation of  Newton’s Principia. While

there were, literally, a few, who could see there way to “The Dark Tower”21 through physics,

most of the group viewed this as beyond their present involvements and/or education. The result

is a change not only in the focus of next year’s August gathering but also a modification of the

Cantowers of the year. Most evidently, they will be “less advanced physics” in physics content.

This is not to say that I concede to those who would wish to by-pass that simplest of zones,
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22Indeed, the redirection of Cantowers X-XXI  is is an effort to reduce the chances of
such a by-passing continuing, within Lonerganism, within phenomenology, within the analytic
tradition, within literary criticism (which has had “its period of fusion or confusion with scientific
and philosophical concerns” Insight,572[595]), etc. We really have to grow up and step away
from varieties of commonsense arrogance. That message has been pretty evident from the
beginning of the Cantowers. Cantower II talked of the sunflowers’ place in helping us to grow
up. Cantower X will be on foundations, not just the foundations of physics: indeed, like
Cantower II  it will reach up to the special categories of Christianity with some such title as
“Foundations: A Place in the Sun”, or should I write ‘Son’? The year will aim at opening the
door both to physics and to sounder theology and prayer.  

23Apart from the obvious reason that Lonergan’s Hermeneutics is not a beginners’ book
and so not to be recommended as such, there is the other reason: bluntly, the conference never

physics, entirely22: it is more a matter of trying to meet the needs of present generation who have

been educationally abused (and indeed continue to be abused, even by so-called Lonergan

courses: but that is a larger and sorer issue, one about which the students at the meeting were

quite eloquent!). By “the needs of the present generation” I mean both the cultural cries and the

individual cries for life in its potential for  beautiful efficiency. The two sets of cries are meshed in

a focus on individuals having a shot at functional specialist work that relies on their own shabby

background. This, indeed led us, led me, back to section 1.5 in Lack in the Beingstalk, titled

appropriately “Your Fitting Survival”, and I need not repeat that reflection here. Page 38 there

brings us back both the the Damon Runyon principle of doing what you can and to getting a little

clearer on the different meanings of  interpretation in Lonergan’s two main English works.

               Getting a lot clearer is the project I envisage as a shared effort of  the years 2003-2010.

Here it is worth  recalling pointings towards a serious autobiographic reading of 17.3.1 during the

conference. The sub-title is “The Problem”, dealing with the title-topic “The Truth of

Interpretation”. Lonergan gives us a pretty mind-boggling couple of pages. You might share

something of the reading-mood by thinking of the “second expression addressed to a different

audience” as addressed to us over?  perhaps a decade?  I will comment further on the paragraph

about “a reflective interpretation” in section 7.1.4 of Cantower VII, but a fresh serious reading

reveals him as addressing an audience different from our culture, and by the last paragraph he is

writing about the conditions “if interpretation is to be scientific”.23 
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entertained seriously Lonergan’s perspective nor his key canonic solution. In section 6 of
Cantower IX  we will pick up on some of the suggestive pointers of the book from the
contributions of Ben Meyer and Charles Hefling Jr.  

24The question was raised to me by Charles Hefling Jr., who was familiar with my Wealth
of Self diagrams that match the diagrams of Appendix A of Lonergan, Phenomenology and
Logic. Musing on this after the conference it dawned on me that his question would not occur to
the normal Lonerganist familiar with the four-level slogan of Method in Theology. Even though
the four-level division is essentially correct, since the distinction of the two whats is modal - this
point is discussed in the afore-mentioned Appendix - Insight’s chapter 18 leaves room for some
such slogan as Be adventurous, Be foresightful, be a planner, whatever. The slogan compacts
the lengthy step-analysis of Thomas’ Ia IIae, qq. 7-17. I suspect that Lonergan was keen on
getting to 8 specialties out of the four levels, and his more compact slogan suited that purpose.
So, the slogan of Method holds sway in a warping of self-attention and perspective. I am no
longer amazed to find Lonerganist writings about “Is it worthwhile?” that slip past the problem of
“it”. 

One question emerged that surprised me, since I presumed that the group had already

ingested the answer, was “how do you get from 5 levels of 1) attention, 2) what, 3) is, 4) what-to-

do, 5) is-to-do to 8 functional specialties?” A good question, posed to me 10 years ago as “Why

are there not 10 functional specialties?”.24  I later made available a single page that dealt with the

problem in layers of increasing complexity. Some hints here may be welcome. First there is a

simple line up of correspondence  

           Functional specialties:       1   2   3   4    5   6   7    8 

Levels:                             1   2   3   5    5    3   4    1.

However, work on this correlating and on the nature of the forward specialties will lead

you to refinement into which I will not venture here: a reluctance associated with the difficulty

that is to emerge in the next Cantower, where I invite reflection on the shift from static system to

genetic system. The difficulty relates to the further problem of thinking not of systematics but of

pragmatics, a forward-looking operative - generative and re-generative - systematics. If you

follow this up, with the help of the next Cantower , you will find that you are pushed to seek

such correspondences as will specify better the relation, for example, of the sixth functional

specialty with possible objects of choice.  What you are encountering in this difficulty is both the

problem of specifying the new differentiations of consciousness involved in functional
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25There “words” were introduced in A Brief History of Tongue, chapter 4. The first word
is discussed in Cantower V; the second word will be introduced in Cantower IX .  

26The titles of two of the section in chapter 7 of Method in Theology.

specialization and the problem of re-conceiving the notion of value. The problem of the notion of

value will surface in these next Cantowers but I postpone tackling it until Cantower XVIII, “The

Possibility of Cultural Ethics”, which sublates chapter 18 of Insight. This is my first hint of a

parallelling that is emerging in these first 21 Cantowers, between them and Insight‘s 20 chapters

+ Epilogue. 

The parallelling obviously nudges you towards a richer reading, and even towards a fuller

searching both for the missing larger work mentioned on the first page of Insight‘s Epilogue and

for the direction of a revision of Method in Theology.  What, for instance, has the search for

efficient genetic system expressed in Cantower VII to do with the search for a meaning of

Cosmopolis in chapter 7 of Insight?  My parallelling will become quite evident in Cantower XIV,

which indeed  parallels chapter 14 of both Insight and Method in Theology. And who could miss

the parallels suggested by the titles, “Ultimates” and “Intimates” of Cantowers XIX  and XX?

I may claim, in conclusion, that the conference group seemed content with the loose

collaborative unity of effort around the phrase “interpretation of Lonergan” - or just

interpretation in a functional style - in a range of senses that allowed for divergence from the

“impossible” challenge of understanding the elementary things of physics.  Sub-groups moved to

zones and hodic strategies of attention that meshed with present commitments, but a common

bent was to take the invitation of Method in Theology  156-162 seriously with regard to both

Lonergan or whatever author or topic with which they were presently dealing. (There was no

doubt , however, about the priority of ‘strategic concluding’ for those still struggling with theses.) 

Of key importance here is what was for some a revelation, that “the first word of metaphysics”

and indeed “the second word of metaphysics”25 promised to be enormously practical in

controlling their search for “understanding the object” and “understanding the words“.26

There was a refreshing disillusionment for many on the second day regarding their own

nominalism in respect to such words as “phantasm” and “feeling” and “sexuality” and “cause”,
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27Lonergan, “Christology Today”, A Third Collection, 98.

28It is the problem noted by him in the first footnote to the chapter on Interpretation in
Method in Theology, 153, 

29Method in Theology, 292.

and, in general, regarding the difference in the elements of meaning in women and men but it was

a refreshment of hope: “there are windows to be opened and fresh air to be let in”.27  And I would

conclude with a recalling of the lift of meaning given by the pointings and the incarnate reachings

of the women of the conference. One key push from them was a startling intimation that the

elements of meaning and the categories have rich gender differences of deep significance for the

move towards the third stage of meaning.  

1.3 Further Redirections

A week after writing the previous section it became clear to me that further redirection

was necessary. This redirection is in line with the mood of the August meeting, with a “Fresh

Pragmatism”, and finally what seems to me to be a better ordering of the Cantowers. The three

facets of the redirection merge, but let me start with the last facet.

As I mentioned already, the order of the Cantowers was to have been a shift to the

problems of physics - or to the lower ground of loneliness in a larger perspective. That shift was

to dictate the character of the Cantowers during the year 2003, which would end with Cantower

XXI’s sublation of the effort into a fuller perspective on contemplation. The following 72 were to

hover round the problem of hermeneutics, or equivalently the problem of merging Lonergan’s

treatment of interpretation in Insight with the demands of functional specialization.28   That left a

final 24 Cantowers that were to centre on the enlargement of foundations but especially in the

neglected zone of “destiny”29 or eschatology.

The change of plan can be summarily described as relocating the topics of 2003 at the end

of the hermeneutic venture.  In hindsight, of course, this makes enormous sense. If we are to

arrive at a foundational perspective on eschatology, on human destiny, we must do so in the
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30In one of my first conversations with Lonergan, Easter 1961, as we walked Dublin
streets he spoke of the way that one could get a coherent cosmology out of Aquinas. It is clear to
me now that our challenge is to do the like within the mesh and mess of contemporary physics
and astronomy.

context of the best available opinions on the physics of the cosmos.30 So it seems appropriate to

place the drive for that context’s heuristics or foundations within the proximate context of that

search: so, the final 36 form a unified drive. This, then, is a major reason for the relocation.

But there are other reasons, including those that come from the other two facets

mentioned. Pragmatism dictates that the present situation be met strategically, and so the next

conference was changed, as noted in the previous section, from its physics focus to a

concentration on interpretation. Does this mean that attention to physics, dictated by a

foundational need noted in Cantower IV and promised there, is abandoned? I would hope not.

By this I mean [a] that the full search for the Black Tower with which that Cantower concluded

will surely be taken up by a few Lonergan students around the globe who somehow find

themselves in a position to come to grips with modern physics ; [b] that I am willing to cater for

such a subgroup in some other fashion (recall such suggestions made in the article “Lonergan

and the Philosophy of the Lower Sciences”, available in the Website Archives) ; [c] that

Cantower X will retain much of its function in introducing the problem of functional

specialization in physics; [d] that the problem of interpretation will be faced in physics as well as

in other areas.

First, then, [c]: there is the partial redirection of Cantower XII, entitled now

“Foundations: A Place in the Son”: the astute will note the reference to upper and lower grounds

of loneliness. The Cantower  will in fact follow up on questions raised in the previous Cantower

regarding the special foundational categories. It will deal with these in the context of indications

of the sublation of The Foundations of Physics into the hodic context. But it will also deal with

the sublation of Method in Theology into that new context. And it will do both these things by

drawing into this Cantower  elements of a view of contemplation that were originally supposed

to be the topic of Cantower XXI.

As I will bring out in Cantowers VII-IX, the new context is problematic and immature,
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31Indeed, talk at the conference and reflection since has led me to a title, borrowed form
the film Michael Collins, for the new start of Cantower XXII (January 1st 2004): it is “The
Ministry of Mayhem”. 

32 I discuss suggested novel meanings of words for communication in Lack in the
Beingstalk, chapter 3, section 6, “Explaning, Inplaning, Suplaning”, pp. 104-108.

desperately needing collaboration and risky adventuresome action. If I resemble the eccentric

Pearse in starting an ill-prepared and unwelcome revolution, the revolution may well only take off

when the Pearse, comfortably dead (if not Socratically executed!) is replaced by some Michael

Collins in the war against the empire.31  In the Cantower IX the question of collaboration will be

raised in the struggle towards a new hermeneutics; the relocation of the problematic of physics

gives better scope for a complementing collaboration. The character of that collaboration will

emerge in some solution connecting [a] and [b], a collaboration which should benefit from the

intention expressed in [c]. The issue of interpretation will reach into physics: So, as well as the

problem of reaching the meaning and influence of an evangelist or of John of Damascus there

will be the challenge of interpreting Newton, Einstein, Schroedinger, Fermi. 

Finally, I note that the reordering of treatment is wise in that it should place the problem

of dealing with physics in a context that is more luminous with regard to the nature of and

significance of popularization. The treatment of hermeneutics over the next few years must face

this problem head-on, so that a new normative precision can be reached regarding the activity of

ex-plane-ing.32  More evidently, the serious treatment of physics warranted in the original plan

was not a pragmatic option: it would have turned away a large readership. If the later treatment, in

the context of a thematic of popularization, can hit a proper balance of theory and ex-plane-ing,

those less competent in physics can be catered for in a fashion luminous to themselves.

Furthermore, one might hope that the standards of education and competence would have

improved somewhat in the intervening years, so that there would be a larger participation in the

search for a foundational perspective on physics and eschatology.        

The main goal in all of this is the cultivation of movements forward in the interpretation of

Lonergan. 
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33I refer to “the characters in Damon Runyan’s stories”(Insight, 228[253]).

34Lack in the Beingstalk, section 1.5, “Your Fitting Survival”.

35See the conclusion of chapter two of A Brief History of Tongue.

1.4 U2 or The Commitments.

I presume that the title of this section is obvious to some in the English-speaking (and

Irish-speaking!) tradition. U2 is a successful band from Dublin, Ireland; The Commitments is a

fictitious band from the same city, a creation of Roddy Doyle: his book of that title was turned

into an entertaining  and curious film. My interest here, however, is in your interest in a local

banding and its possibility of success. I planted many and various sunflower seeds this spring;

some few now smile down at me.  It is all a matter of a mixture of luck and efficiency: but our

human task is to create our own luck.  Section 6.5 is an illustration of such an effort that also

brings out aspects of present limitations, a concern in this section. Relevant here is the exchange

that amused Lonergan - mentioned by him in his reflections on the Longer Cycle of Decline -

“How are you doing?” “I’m doing what I can”.33 I have written before of this challenge in very

practical terms, even quoting Lonergan’s advice to me when I was in trouble with an Oxford

doctorate.34  But, while I add here further oddments of advice, the main value - the primary

efficiency - of this section is getting you to think about efficiency in your own life: a principle of

its unity and so of its beauty.35 And what is true of your life is true also of your community:

academic, church, recreational, whatever.

   There is, then, the fact that the central drive of these Cantowers  pivots on efficiency, on

the fundamental solution to the problem of implementation. Conversion to that central drive and

to the division of labour it includes should therefore become a disturbing topic, one element in its

promotion. The August conference was solidly illuminating in this regard, even pushing towards

the conviction that the eightfold division of labour might be considered as providing the

fundamental “eight elements of meaning” for the coming century. And it is no harm to recall

immediately my suggestion about using the two word, displacement and  transformation
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36The book Process deals with these changes in some detail. See sections 3.1, 4.2. 4.3.

37Julien Peghaire, “A Forgotten Sense: the Cogitative, according to St.Thomas Aquinas”,
20 (1943) 123-40, 211-29. 

instead, respectively, of the usual two Lonergan words, conversion and  differentiation.36

Conversion just does not cut it too well in our present secular world: the other usage is in fact

Lonergan’s and it is broader, covering perversions, diversions, reversions, etc. But that is more an

illustration than a major point. 

The main point is my suggestion that this notion of efficiency be built luminously into

your psyche in relation to your institutions, roles, tasks - and their modest attainable

reformations. The essay to follow in 6.5 illustrates that effort: it points to the possibility of

teachers reflecting on their tasks towards thematizing normative roles, and to the further

possibility of  those thematizations providing stuff for the recycling of the question of progressive

education. It also draws attention to present weaknesses in regard to localization. 

Why, for instance, should I write this article for a journal in India ? Because of present

inefficiencies and disorientations. I am, as you might expect, not against globalization of interests

and efforts: what is relevant is concrete distinctions within the domain of prudence regarding

significance and variations of  reach. As I mention in the article, there is a parallel with the

problem of moving - first in fantasy, then in system and policy, then in reflection towards

implementation - towards an effective presence of village and city-block economists     

I am opening up here a large topic: that is my intent, and I must be content with having

just done that, hoping that there is a decent statistics - not just some Poisson distribution! - of

you taking up the challenge in regard to current events and opportunities. So, one asks, alone or

in a significant group, about the selection and the effects of conference topics and conference

gatherings, about essays and theses to be written, about academic conversations, about patterns

and paces of teaching and learning. The more the asking is contextualized  by a serious

foundational fantasy, the more revealing will be the reflection. But this also reveals something of

the character of serious foundational fantasy: that fantasy is not the stuff of dreams, but the stuff,

perhaps, of that “forgotten sense”,37 the vis cogitativa, the transformation of whose thematic was
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the source of annoyance dealt with at the end of section 6.1, a topic of section 8.5 of November’s 

Cantower on “Slopes”, where the introductory reflections of this short section find a fuller

context. But at least,  have I not nudged up the suspicion that you too can become an existential

hodic commitment, perhaps even part of a band ?   

  

6.5 A Reform of Classroom Performance

The focus of my attention in the first part of this essay is on a seemingly simple slogan,

“When teaching children geometry one is teaching children children”. The slogan has, of course,

more general forms: for geometry one can substitute any topic; for children one can substitute

adult; and the adult can be oneself. I present it in the particular form because it is the form in

which it emerged first for me. I happened at the time to be working on Husserl’s essay on

geometry,1 indeed working towards finding leads in it to the need for a division of labour in the

study of geometry equivalent to that suggested by Bernard Lonergan for theology.2 A Similar

need can be discerned in the study of education, and I will turn to that in the second and third 

parts of the essay. But my central interest is in presenting, in an elementary fashion, the meaning

of my slogan.

First, let us pause over the phrase, “in an elementary fashion”. Students of Lonergan’s

view of the dynamics of knowing and doing will immediately suspect that I wish to get quickly to

the heart of the matter, “The Elements of Meaning.”3 Certainly, yes, I - or rather the collaboration

that is discussed in parts 2 and 3 -  will point there eventually: but getting there quickly is an

illusion that is under attack in this article. My approach here involves no presupposition other

than the patent fact that we educate humans differently from animals. That difference is captured

by the difference between the normal word sensible and my neologism sensAble.4  Humans are

sensable; animals are sensible: a rather innocuous distinction that I would hope is generally

acceptable.

The general acceptability is key to my present effort to reach a new pragmatism of

educational collaboration, caught in the subtitle of the book referred to in note 1. The new

pragmatism is particularly significant when we move, in parts 2 and 3, to the issue of a general
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reform of education. In those sections a broader perspective regarding cultural  fragmentation and

educational implementations is indicated which will throw light on peculiarities that pertain to

Part 1. Because of this, you may well wish to peruse Part 2 first to get a sense of the changed and

changing grounds of an operable philosophy of education. Part 1, however, generates a

preliminary context for the reflections of Part 2, and that in two senses. It tackles the problem of

classroom reform in a particular zone and in a way that resonates with the experience of good

teaching, but in doing this it weaves in a certain number of complexities which gradually

broadens the context towards the issue of the larger long-term reform dealt with in Parts 2 and 3.

Part 3 brings the reflection into the fuller context of philosophy of education and concludes to

some practical possibilities. I am making an effort there to state as plainly and starkly as possible

the two layers of practical possibilities dealt with in the previous two sections. So, what I said

above of Part 2 may be true here also: you may well benefit from starting with Part 3!    

Finally, there are the endnotes, retained as such rather than relocated to suit the normal

Cantower format. They are at times dense, but they leave the text more readable while still

providing leads to the larger context. 

1. A Classroom Reform

The important word in this subtitle is “A”.  What I aim at is an immediately

implementable practice in the sense that some teachers can venture, or adventure, this way in

some classes. Indeed some teachers already do: one of the reasons that I ventured into

mathematical studies originally was an unforgettable school-teacher, Kit Carroll, that incarnated

interest, within himself and in us, as he diagrammed and talked in those last two years of my

schooling, 1948-50, about the various branches of mathematics. We all know the type: they have

some sense - should I say sensability? - of the right tone, the right image, and furthermore the

sense is vibrant, contagious. Kit Carroll may well have mused over his teaching methods, but he

had a natural enthusiasm that echoed in his voice and a natural talent for reaching sixteen-year-

olds. Might we identify that talented enthusiasm, perhaps buried in ourselves, so that there be a

shift in the statistics of the  occurrence of good teaching? We are looking, to inflict a terrible pun,
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for an Educational Kit.

I immediately return to the meaning of “an’ and “A”. I seek, not some definite Kit, some

general reform: I wish only to express a possible shift in my teacher-readers - and for some

teachers, merely the joy of finding in print something that they could have written better

themselves. So, I am reminded of Lonergan’s reflections on economic reform. As in education,

so in economic theory and practice, there are many ills. “But I do not think there is any need to

flog a whole row of dead horses; a flick at a particularly nauseating one is enough; indeed a wink

is as good as a nod.”5  I wrote above of talent “perhaps buried in ourselves”. We have come a

long way since 1950, and the way cannot be accepted as altogether positive. Bureaucracy and

computerization come to mind. I recall Lonergan commenting vehemently in the 1970s on the

pressures put by bureaucrats and administrators on teachers: “get them out of the classrooms,

and let the teachers teach!”. I recall too the difference between my first university teaching of

mathematical physics in the late 1950s and my final years of teaching philosophy in the 1990s. In

the 1950s we were indeed allowed to teach, and indeed encouraged to raise standards; in the final

years, meetings, committees, reports, evaluations, cancered the teaching. And, of course, there

was the pressure to lower standards to keep bodies in class.

All that is grist for Part 2, but it is as well to bring it to mind here. I was fortunate in my

career: a present reader may be less fortunate, may in fact have the talent and enthusiasm that I

write of deeply buried, buried in the training of a B.Ed. Program - I am thinking now of the

deadening effect of courses in that program in my own Canadian University - or buried even

before that in bad schooling. All this prior to the funereal disservice of bureaucratic operations

and the mortician-products that pass for texts in the late school years and in universities.6 Perhaps

you, my present reader, are such a victim, “a native bewilderment.... unsure of the way through

the maze of philosophies.... suffering..., unmotivated..., threatened...”?7 Perhaps you are a

truncated subject? “The neglected subject does not know himself. The truncated subject not only

does not know himself, but also is unaware of his ignorance.”8                       

I wish to make a discomforting point here, for those who have read that last quotation

before, for those who are happy with my citing of Lonergan, for those who are happy to hear that

the heart of my pointing is towards the frontispiece of the book Insight, a quotation from
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Aristotle that includes the key word phantasmasi. Then you are, so to speak, “with me”: we have

here a key doctrine of Lonergan, “insight into phantasm”. But perhaps you are ignorant, and

unaware of your ignorance, of what is meant by phantasm?9   I have heard many dull lectures on

the topic of insight into phantasm. Perhaps you were the giver, or are the product, of such

lectures? 

My deeper discomforting point, then, is that we are a truncated culture - I write

particularly of Western culture, but the disease spreads easily, and besides there were early

practitioners, like Panini, of rigid and false objectifications10   -   is that truncatedness is the state

of present linguistically-competent humanity. If we are to seriously tackle the reform, an axial

reorientation of humanity, then we had best seek some sense of the deformation. “The social

situation deteriorates cumulatively.”11 “Philosophers for at least two centuries, through doctrines

on politics, economics and education, and through ever further doctrines, have been trying to

remake man, and have done not a little to make human life unlivable.”12 Our difficulty is to read

these quotations seriously, somehow, in spite of our sickness.13  New slogans, like ever further

doctrines of Lonerganism, can simply add to the disease other components of what I call the

Doctrinaire’s Disease.14 

Integral consciousness, like genuine elderhood, is at present a type of evolutionary sport.

Fragmentation of consciousness, easily identifiable in the pattern of emergence of Greek drama in

the fifth century B.C., has deeper roots in the evolution of written language, colonizes15 our

neurodynamics so as to ensure that such integrity and elderhood remain exceptional. So,

Maslow’s statistic remains valid for the new century, and Proust’s perspective of the 1920s on

the unaged old is incarnated in our homes and in unhallowed halls of learning: “not really aged,

but faded eighteen-year olds....”16  Perhaps our central task in this generation is to make it

plausible for the present children and grandchildren to grow up to sense all this: our central task,

then, is to teach children children, whatever else we teach them. 

Such a teaching is something of a disculturation, going against the notion that schooling is 

primarily a culturation. One can hear here, no doubt, echos of Ivan Illich and his ilk: the call for a

de-schooling of society. But that is not my call here: rather am I calling to the odd individual who

has the soul, is the seed, of an evolutionary sport. It would be good, too, if such an individual also
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had that existential sense of present horrors: but that sense has to be under the control of a larger

meaning, indeed an axial meaning that grounds long-term optimism.17 That control, as I noted at

the end of the Introduction, is the topic of the other sections. But bear with me, noting that at

least I am writing towards definite effects rather than generating some new theoretic. So, I slip

back from the central task suggested at the end of the previous paragraph to home in on some

small percentage of my readers who are willing and able to take up some features of my

challenge. That challenge is to implement yourself, or to influence effectively[ (persuasively, with

authority)]18 others, to have a shot at getting my slogan into the classroom.       

So we are almost  ready to home in on the fostering of the practice that lurks in the

slogan. It only remains to pause realistically over the concrete context of that practice at present.

First, recall the earlier point: we are only tackling one piece of a larger problem. That larger

problem for some teachers is represented by trying to hold attention, keeping the noise level

down in class. Some teachers are lucky enough to be teaching in a culture of discipline: but then

the larger problem is still there, of holding or fostering interest. 

Granted at least partially favorable classroom circumstances, we teachers know that

catching, fostering, holding the supposedly native interest is the name of the game. Further asking

what is, and how to, interest is the key methodological question. Notice, here, my twist on

Aristotle’s beginning of his Metaphysics: I have added a pragmatic bent to his basic claim, but

the claim is worth repeating here. “All men naturally desire to know. An indication of this is the

delight we take in the senses.... We prefer sight to almost everything else. The reason is that this,

most of all the senses, makes us know and brings to light many differences between things”.19 In

the contemporary classroom, the delight may be elsewhere than on the topic, natural desire or

not. So, there is the increased significance of the how-to question. I refrain here from deviating to

the complexities involved in switching from ‘topic’ to ‘teacher’ to bring out possibilities and

probabilities of the focussing of desire: that is a whole other area of incarnate meaning, indeed of

the teacher as artist if not as wizard or witch!20  What I want to do is home in on geometry, on

one famous theorem of Euclid, in order to give a paradigm of the possibility of lifting focus,

interest, even delight, regarding a sensed problem. 

So, I begin  with the diagram shown on the page 27, and pose a question - to you, of
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course, not to a possible class - a question about the relations between the different shapes. It

would take a diversion into another essay to do this properly.21 That essay would be a curious

expression, with relative adequacy22 and regular side-remarks on method, of a good teaching of

Pythagoras’ Theorem.  For example, one might use in a present class the phrase “let us raise the

question”. The shift to adequate linguistic feedback23 requires efforts to subjectivize this: raising,

posing, etc need to be replaced by more luminous references to the present inquiring subjects.

So, above I used the standard phrase: “pose a question, to you of course”. But did it, does it?

How does one raise a question in another, raise the core of sensability, in a group of fourteen year

olds? There are issues here that reach into the toxic molecules of present living, but we must skim

over them and stay on a very elementary level.   But you get the point, the pointing? If you are

familiar with, in comprehending control of, this presentation of Pythagoras’ Theorem, then you

enjoy the read: if you are not then either you rise as a quest, or you pretend to read by reading

on.24 

Am I over-optimistic in assuming that you are now reading with me, us together seeking

to share the glory of an insight?25

We ask together, What are the relations between the shapes inside the square whose side

is a? 

We have to assume - or backtrack to intussuscept - some previous elementary geometry. 

There is the area a2; there is the area (b - c)2; there are four areas ½(b.c). Does any of that bother

you? Bother a class? There are, indeed, bothersome aspects at various levels,26 where bothersome

is taken to be a welcome word. But do you recall teachers who did not wish to be bothered, for

example, with the bright student who wished to understand why the algorithm for getting square

roots worked?! 

At all events, a variable amount of messing is required to get to the serene delight that

follows the seizing of, the being seized by, the appearance of Pythagoras’ Theorem. That seizing

must be soaked in, intussuscepted. It is a deep delight, that can be renewed endlessly in its

cosmic resonances, in a space-time that slips past it, in a Fermat’s Theorem that gives it new life.

Am I out of my mind here in exaggerations? I am merely pursuing the functional specialty of
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foundations in its central role of Fantasy, of challenging present unlife with future probabilities.27

It is well to bear in mind that, as Toynbee and Jaspers would hold, we may be just setting out in

human evolution, and to bear in mind the fact that “the habitable dry land surface of the

biosphere consists of a single continent, Asia, together with its peninsulas and off-shore islands....

The three largest of Asia’s off-shore islands are Africa and the two Americas.”28 The method of

communicating Pythagoras’s Theorem that I have used comes from India, a millennium and a

half after the maturing of Greek geometry. “Thus Bhaskara  (born 1114 A.D.) simply draws four

right-angle triangles equal to the original one inwards, one on each side of the hypotenuse, and

says ‘see!’, without even adding that inspection shows that

a2  =   4(½ [bc]) + (b - c)2     =   b2    +    c2 “29 

Might not there emerge new images of and in Cosmopolis in another millennium and a

half that would lift the global folk to see the theorems of scientific and sacred searchers with

strange small adjustments of classes?
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“see karma

in the fall of a tubercular sparrow,

in the newspaper deaths in Burma

of seventy-one men, women and children;

actually see the One in the Many,

losing a lifetime of double-vision    

with one small adjustment

of glasses”30   

At this stage you are perhaps discontent with the reflections I am trying to share. I have

leaped from a simple illustration of mathematical teaching to a distant possibility and probability.  

For one thing, you may not be mathematically inclined. I teach chemistry, you might say, and am

interested in improving my teaching or promoting that teaching in my school; I teach history, or

English, or botany, or home economics. What of these subjects? And I must agree: if by subjects

you mean other topics, then each of them moves us to a different ballpark of difficulties and

strategies.

Which brings me to a first pointer to the possibilities of collaboration, differentiation, and

divided labour that belong with the project of the other two parts of the essay: my present actual

audience is indeterminate. Should I not have submitted this essay to a journal of mathematical

education, one dealing indeed with the late school grades?  That points to the need of the status

quo. But the richer pointing is towards another possibility. Would it not be magnificent if 

communications of a good teacher regarding particular teaching to particular apprentice teachers

was what I might call a village activity, supported or mediated by a structured global

understanding that yet was concrete in its suggestiveness? A sort of resource community network

that local needs could benefit from, but incarnately?31 Let us leave that magnificence for the

moment and take a different tack about the ‘change of subject’. 

If by subject you meant - which likely you did not - the subjects in the classroom, teacher

and pupils, then there is no change of subjects when the topic changes. This twist leads to two

points. First, the children and still children: so teaching children children remains the same topic.

It does not vary from class to class. But secondly the twist brings us back to you the teacher or
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the administrator, and the question becomes awkward, even embarrassing. Think of a usual

question, “What subject are you teaching?” Think of the odd response were you to claim, “Well,

I am basically teaching children and myself.”32 Especially if your listener was astute enough to

take teaching with the twist of reference both to content and learner.   

And, to shift the discomforting twist, What subject am I teaching, or at least writing to,

here? As I type this I recall with amusement Lonergan’s amusement when he read my

introduction to a few of his key essays: “What then is Lonergan getting at? The uncomfortable

answer is that Lonergan is getting at you”.33 And, as I look up the reference I find that I continued

there in a relevant fashion: “And my uncomfortable answer grows in value as an introduction to

the degree that it causes the reader to pause in the self-questioning, ‘Do I really want to be got

at?’ The classical system-building theologian certainly does not want to be ‘got at’, be turned

towards some sort of self-examination”.  And what of the system-building educator or

philosopher of education?  The question brings us to the full discomforting meaning of my

slogan. To accept that slogan is to accept that system-building in which the system does not

include the subject building is now to be considered - I mean implementationally of course - as a

dead end. It always was a dead end: surely that is what Socrates was all about?34

2. A Global Collaborative Division of Labour

The mention of Socrates and the implicit  reference to Plato’s presentation of his attitude

lifts our discussion into the context of history and the dialectic of educational practice and

policies.  You may well have noted, in your reading of section one, that I was really only

repeating Socrates’ implicit advice about teaching: he, too, draws a square self-reflectively, and

draws out a glimpse of relations in the student in a manner quite foreign to the strategy, in

geometry, of rote learning that I, and perhaps you, suffered from in some of our bad schooling. Is

this, then, an inevitable pattern of education, its history, its future? Or is there some possibility of

a global lift, pivoting perhaps on something like a Marxist slogan, “Educators of the world,

Unite!”?

  Now I would have you pause over the suggestion that I do not mean here, “good
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teachers of the world unite”, but educators in general and undoubtedly you see the grim problem,

a problem grounded in the incarnate and institutional presence of the truncated subjectivity

mentioned in Part 1. Bernard Lonergan writes of the importance of  art as he describes the

present educational crisis, in a quotation worth repeating: “What I want to communicate in this

talk about art is the notion that art is relevant to concrete living, that it is an exploration of the

potentialities of concrete living. That exploration is extremely important in our age, when

philosophers for at least two centuries, through doctrines on politics, economics, education, and

through ever further doctrines, have been trying to remake man, and have done not a little to

make human life unlivable.”35 The root problem is institutionalized, boned-in, doctrines and

policies. Certainly art is important in surviving these institutions, and may even be vital in stirring

the molecules of truncated subjectivity towards challenging outer institutions on deeper

subjective institutional levels.36 But in itself it can sadly be recognized as little more than escape

from “all sorts of mortmain”37: certainly, as Seamus Heaney argues, there can be The Redress of

Poetry,38 but to shift the structures of un-livability there must be what I call The Redress of

Poise.39 What poise am I talking about?  The poise I am talking about is quite remote, and its

remoteness and character as a pattern of enlightenment beyond present East and West will be a

topic elsewhere.40 So let us approach the matter here more pragmatically, lightly. 

I mentioned deeper institutional levels. Let us have a burst of optimism and envisage three

such levels of depth that would correspond to the recognized relationship between the threesome,

Policy, Planning and Executive Reflection.  The burst of optimism relates intimately to the

possibility of slowly but efficiently cultivating precise levels of depth, but even superficially41 one

can admit a sequence of mediation: policy grounds planning; planning grounds executive

reflection; executive reflection seeks to ground actual operations. The key problem is the efficient

cultivation of precise levels of depth, quite remote from the present ethos regarding the meaning

of the words policy and doctrine.    

That present ethos would, quite spontaneously, have us hold - indeed, hold us truncatedly

within - the view that we all know a common and commonsense meaning of the words  policy,

doctrine, whether we are dealing with government parties, business practices, church beliefs or

educational directives.   Is it not, perhaps, your own spontaneous perspective? Was it not,
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perhaps, the spontaneous perspective of Lonergan’s audience of 1959, when he spoke of

doctrines in education? Indeed, is it not a predominant perspective of his disciples regarding the

massive doctrinal shift on education that was his discovery of February 1965 of the division of

labour that is the present topic? And I might conclude this catalogue of horrors with the

suggestion that I am reviving here a doctrinal position held by Lonergan, one that is likely to

embarrass. “Doctrines that are embarrassing will not be mentioned in polite company.”42 

The core issue is the future institutionalizing of a new homeliness, so that taken for

granted in a creative minority is a set of remote and differentiated meanings of such words as

policy and planning, or equivalently doctrine and system. The Systematic or Planning thinking

and “understanding to be reached is to be on the level of one’s times.... it has to be at home in

modern science, modern scholarship, modern philosophy.”43  And that understanding can come

to be “quite a homely affair”44 only through a reluctant, “bloody entrance” of quite novel

differentiations of consciousness.  This is definitely a sense in which “it is quite difficult to be at

home in transcendental method.”45

But let us struggle towards a notion of the fresh homeliness by picking up on the

elementary pointers of Part 1.  There, apart from the complex contextualization, the presentation

was of a simple Socratic strategy - or policy or doctrine - regarding the teaching of a particular

type of geometry at a particular level of education. It is, if you like, executive advice to a

subgroup of teachers that may well be reluctant listeners or may on the other hand be struggling

against truncated institutions, including their own molecular disorders. Might it be effective? 

Suppose that such advice became more common, reached into other areas of education,

found its way into the perspective of parents and towns and urban regions?  Suppose that such

particular and precise advice, doctrine or policy, emerged regarding the teaching of English or

calculus or history or chemistry or school economics or thermodynamics?   But how are the

suppositions to become a reality? Most immediately, by the random cultural shift of educational

sports “reading the book of themselves”46 and writing that particular advice in helpful detail and

with some success in cultivating the linguistic feedback that lurks in the slogan “when teaching

children geometry one is teaching children children”.  One is teaching oneself oneself through a

struggle with “identification.”47  Further, that self-teaching is a cycling of reflection and
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performance, but it must be concrete, particular: common sense bowing to the need of an absent

homely uncommon sense,  “.... picking out accurately the elements that are to be unified or

related. Once the insight is reached, one is able to find in one’s own experience just what it is that

falls under the insight’s grasp and what lies outside it. However, ability is one thing, and

performance is another. Identification is performance.”48 

We are here at the heart, the hearth, of our homely home-seeking optimism. Let us follow

 this clue to a solution not only of the problem of differentiation of doctrines and policies from

which we began but to the entire historical problem, of effective and progressive education.

I began in Part 1 with the incarnate, performing, solution to the problem of teaching

mathematics: a single teacher doing it well and my pun there raised  the issue to that of an

Educational Kit. The first shift is the personal shift to thematize, in some tentative and perhaps

even shabby fashion, one’s successful performance. The shift, obviously, must at this stage be

random, but  lucky in the fullest sense.49  The luck will have a pressure, of embarrassment if

nothing else, towards promising thematics that will yield to enlightened revision. Bu we must not

be hurried here. We are reaching optimistically towards a full global solution, a solution that will

reach out to every school, every teacher, within an effective control of emergent probability. So,

we are looking, in adventuresome fantasy, towards a yield of a revision that is at present out of

sight. We are looking towards a yield that is quite beyond Lonergan’s reflections on criticism and

revision in his early work, Insight: “A first principle of criticism is the demand for a universal

viewpoint. Moreover, the demand possesses the requisite dynamic character. For though a

contributor fails to present his results in terms of the protean notion of being, a critic can proceed

from that notion to a determination of the contributor’s particular viewpoint, he can indicate how

the particularism probably would not invalidate the contributor’s work and, on the other hand, he

can suggest to others in the contributor’s special field the points on which his work may need 

revision‘.50 

That indeed is a powerful principle of criticism and revision, but the requirement of a

universal viewpoint, in Lonergan’s sense, is just as unrealistic as a demand that is the 

requirement for doctrinal luminosity with which we began this section. Paradoxically, the yield I

am looking for is much less of a demand than either of these, yet radically more effective. I am
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looking for a fuller yet humbler reaching for the reality and the meaning of identification, even if

it falls short of the full richness of the technical sense that Lonergan suggests.

                     So it seems best to focus in on the broader treatment of appropriation that is the

context of that technical reflection. I must note, however, that there is a difficult foundational

book to be written on this topic: all I can do is throw out some suggestions.

The issue is the appropriation of the truth, a single complex truth, regarding history, both

history as written and history as lived.  For the moment, I focus here on history as lived. The

complex truth is the truth regarding the ongoing differentiations of human consciousness. It is a

truth most clearly faced by Herbert Butterfield, and his conclusion regarding the central historical

differentiation of consciousness is worth quoting in full: “It is the so-called ‘scientific revolution’,

popularly associated with the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, but reaching back in an

unmistakably continuous line to a period much earlier still. Since that revolution overturned the

authority in science not only of the middle ages but of the ancient world since it ended not only

in the eclipse of scholastic philosophy but in the destruction of Aristotelian physics - it outshines

everything since the rise of Christianity and reduces the Renaissance and the Reformation to the

rank of mere episodes, mere internal displacements, within the system of medieval

Christendom.... our customary periodization of European history has become an anachronism

and an encumbrance”.51

A similar point, but in regard to a wider range of differentiations, haunts the five volumes

of Eric Voegelin’s work on Order and History, but the haunting becomes most explicit at the

beginning of Volume Four.  But my point here is that we are now on the edge of a quite new set

of differentiations of consciousness, named thematically by Lonergan, and about the new set  I

can more firmly claim what Butterfield claimed about the scientific revolution: it outshines every

other shift of differentiation in the axial period, giving a new structure of periodization to history,

a new luminosity of metaphysics, implementation, revelation.52   

Lonergan’s achievement is an achievement of a set of  personal identifications that

sublates the perspectives of both Butterfield and Voegelin,  that remain to be performatively

appropriated.   My concern here is not with the full range of that achievement but with the single

most important component of the achievement, his breakthrough of February 1965, when he
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gave creative heuristic order to the set of eight fragmentations of consciousness that have

emerged in all areas of human inquiry in the centuries since the Renaissance.53  What is missing

in the work of his disciples is any serious effort at performative identification. It is time to make a

beginning, and a beginning suggests itself in the context of classroom reform.

             So we come back to the question of such  teaching as is recognized in a commonsense

fashion as of good quality.  One might, in a developed  perspective on the differentiated process

that is the focus of my heuristic, identify such teachings with “the events” - perhaps neglected

events, like the events of the scientific revolution recognized by Butterfield but neglected by

present philosophy and theology - of the key page, page 250, in Method in Theology. But we are

imagining here a fresh start of the cycling that is called by Lonergan “functional specialization”.    

         The first functional step is the gathering of accounts, self-accountings, of such teaching.54

Next, there is the complex and telling function of interpreting the gathered accounts: it tells, for

instance, of the teaching competence, or lack thereof, of those who seek to perform as

communicating interpreters in Lonergan’s specialized sense of Insight 17.3.1.

Here I am at a loss, and Lonergan scholars certainly will appreciate my problem. In the

first footnote to Lonergan’s own treatment in Method in Theology of “Interpretation” as a

specialty he speaks of the general topic as “enormously complex” and points to the future task of

redistributing among the specialties his earlier treatment of that general topic. I must continue

then with a light, helpful, suggestive touch.

One may muse satirically over such comments on education departments as “those who

can, teach; those who cant, lecture on teaching”. “Understanding Oneself”, the fourth aspect of

interpreting or understanding a text,55 will become increasingly a topic and will expose cases of

the blind reading the one-eyed or the clear-sighted. There is the task of stating the meaning of the

text: but can one state intelligently the meaning of a text on good teaching without understanding

good teaching and can one understand good teaching without being a good teacher?

Embarrassing, isn’t it? “Doctrines that are embarrassing will not be mentioned in polite

company.” Is it not discomforting to ask, How many professors of education can teach well? Is it

not even more discomforting to ask, Do I teach well?

But my key pointing here is towards the identification of functional specialist
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identification, and it can be neatly pointed to in this context. I said, in the last paragraph, that 

understanding oneself will become increasingly a topic. But it is not a topic of this specialty.

Indeed, it does not emerge as an thematized topic until the fourth functional specialty, Dialectic,

which  “will make conversion topic, and thereby promote it”56, including a conversion to an

understanding of one’s own bad teaching and its reform.  Not does this specialized functional

interpretation include comments on the quality of the teaching described  in the text: that too is a

topic of Dialectic. Nor does the specialty include comparative comments: these  belong

technically under the sub-division Comparison mentioned on p. 250 of Method in Theology.

Notice that these points expose a general weakness in Lonergan studies that attempt

interpretations of Lonergan’s own work; regularly such efforts are laced with sentences that are

evaluative or  comparative.

If you are with me here you are beginning to get a sense of the difficulty in identifying

this specialization of function in understanding the successful past and present. We are, in fact,

up against that quite new differentiation of consciousness that is the central human and academic 

differentiation shift of what I call the Axial Period. It solves the problem of implementation that

haunted Plato, that mars that great work Insight.57 It constitutes a guarantee of the recycling of

the axial  challenge of Socrates that emerged at the conclusion of Part 1. It is the defining

structure of future philosophy of education, indeed, of philosophy as a unified efficient

enterprise.

But it would be foolish of me, and bad teaching, to elaborate further on these few hints.

“Identification is performance” and so far there is no performance in this specialty.58  My interest,

in this decade, is in beginnings. For me, this is THE topic in education. What, then, of Lonergan’s

work, Topics in Education? Certainly, these are topics in education as they are topics in any field

of culture. But theses topics must be moved into the recycling process of functional specialization

if they are to blossom into classroom implementation. Furthermore, the book suffers, as do many

of Lonergan’s presentations, from the need to popularize, make palatable. And, of course, it

suffers as a book on education by  really being related to Lonergan’s need to escape from Rome

in the Summer, using the lectures to push forward his own searchings. As he remarked to me in

the early 1970s, commenting on his reluctance to have the lectures published,  “I was just trying
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to work out a few things”.  

It would be a further foolishness in me to try to summarily indicate the general need and

value of the fresh beginning that is the effort to implement functional specialization in all and any

area of culture. It was the topic of my most recent book, and it is the heart of my concern in the

present million word project of 117 monthly Cantowers.59 

So I return to the reflections of Part 1 and to the slogan “When teaching children

geometry, one is teaching children children”. The slogan embodies a call for the immediate

feedback that is the character of generalized empirical method in operation, and I would note that

this feedback will itself generate a new linguistic feedback in the classroom constituting a vibrant

empirical classroom presence of subjectivity in the as-yet distant third stage of meaning. But the

immediate need is for good teachers to identify how their teaching reaches towards that future

and to thematize it in particular performances. There is also, of course, the need for poor teachers,

especially those in the grip of some alienating orthodoxy, to struggle for, towards, within, such

feedback. This latter struggle is not easy to invite or initiate, but it will be encouraged by the

gradual acceptance of various non-alienating doctrines, such as that of the slogan. 

We are back to the topic of doctrines that emerged early in this second part of the article,

to the “root problem of institutionalizing....”,60 “the key problem of cultivating levels of depth...”61 

The key problem is to be solved by the cultivation of the division of labour that is the topic of this

section; the root problem is a fruit of that labour, essentially the gradual impact of a developed

eighth functional specialty, which will, surely by the end of the millennium, give rise to the

presence of an educated and educating elderhood in every village, parallelling Lonergan’s hope

for economics, where he writes thus of the transformation to be envisaged. “It will give new hope

and vigor to local life.... it will make the practical economist as familiar a professional figure as the

doctor, the lawyer, or the engineer.”62  That is the ultimate fruit of the Educational Kit we are

seeking. Meantime we must rely on a counter-culture of the random occurrence - but with slowly

improving statistics - of educational sports: not the truncated optimism of a  de-schooling or re-

schooling of society but a persuasive inner reorientation. So, you can see that the root problem

depends on the proximate efforts encouraged by the reflections of Part 1, and the key problem is

the problem raised in Part 2 and solved in thin heuristic by the descriptive naming of functional
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specialization. Certainly I would hope that there are readers that recognize themselves, or perhaps

their future selves, in the characters of Part 1: but my deeper hope is that some of my readers

would share my conviction and optimism about the larger challenge of Part 2.  In this second part

I cut off my description of the emergent task very deliberately at the problems raised in

cultivating the second specialty of interpretation. Only slowly, by shabby performance, will the

consequent problems of history, dialectic and foundations, emerge. From the resulting

foundations, a matter of present fantasy, there can result  layered meanings of policies, doctrines

and metadoctrines that can lift our human struggle for a better life beyond the brutal

commonsense eclecticism and bias that provides us now with  glittering entertainment for the

few, hunger for the many, global boredom,  crippled worship and clashing arms. 

3 : The Two Practical Journeys to the Future

The two Journeys relate to the two previous parts of this essay. In terms of Lonergan’s

works they involve (a) some personal watered-down version of his book Insight; (b) some

communal version of the undertaking of the project of Method in Theology, chapter five. It is

best for me to begin with (b), and move to (a) in a conclusion.  

I have been, unsuccessfully, pointing out the need for the Journeying (b) since 1970,

when I presented at International Florida Lonergan Conference a paper on the need for a division

of labour in the study of music.63 Since then I have written on the same need in a range of fields:

literary studies, economics, physics, business studies, linguistics, physics, geometry.64 What is

my point, my pointing? It is to a need which is quite obvious to me, increasingly obvious to

serious academic specialists. It is a need that has been emerging especially in the past century.

The need emerges from fragmentation and reduplication of effort in each discipline, from basic

confusions about progress in each discipline or even the character of the discipline and its

progress. In this section, I wish to be as simple as possible, for I wish desperately to see a

beginning of the needed collaboration. And part of my simple appeal here is to draw sketchy

attention to the need as it is manifested in the study of education. Already, however, there is a

complexity which you can easily acknowledge: education ranges over all disciplines and all
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periods of life. We can’t go into details about that, but you can appreciate that it strengthens my

point: if each discipline needs division of labour, then a  discipline dealing with these disciplines

probably needs it too.

But let us stick with general reflections on education: we have the convenient example of

Lonergan’s reflections already quoted. Shift the general reflection to ask, What is going on in the

journals of education? No need for detail here, since I wish you to pause only over a broad

impression. If you are not “in” education then you may be a philosopher or theologian, and you

can just as well reflect on journals there. You may already know where I am going. In any one

journal, and certainly in any group of journals, you will probably find work delving into the past,

work reaching out to the future. The two directions may be meshed in a particular article, such as.

“The Relevance of Whitehead’s Educational Theory to the Structure of Elementary Schools”. 

But there are also detailed articles which focus on one zone: “Railways and the Decay of Indian

Handcraft Education: 1860-1900", or  “Educational Comments in the Analects of Confucius”.  It

does not take long to find that there are eight distinguishable areas in the mess: one can dig out

new material relevant to education: one can push for its meaning; one can have a broader interest

in locating something or someone in history; often with a muddled reach for relevance; an article

can debate and compare viewpoints, “Dewey and Brunner on Pragmatic Content”.  My reader

familiar with Lonergan’s suggested division of labour will notice that I have skimmed through the

first four of his divisions, but note also that the named articles are not ordered by the division. It

is a good exercise to read, sentence by sentence, an article that claims to be research or history or

whatever and find that the author has more than one interest or purpose. Can you imagine what

this would do to an efficient institution, like a nuclear plant or an automobile factory?   Think of

the nuclear danger and waste, the hazardous lemons. And perhaps there is no necessity to

illustrate the muddles of policy, planning and executive decisiveness that are internal to the

literature on the future of education? Although these areas bring forth much deeper problems.65

But you are with me so far? I am simply bringing Adam Smith’s point beyond the pin to

the pen: “The division of labour, so far as it can be introduced, occasions, in every art, a

proportionable increase in the productive power of labour.”66 Wouldn’t it be wonderful if there

could emerge a global collaboration that would click together in function like a pin factory or 
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even like McDonald’s global M?  But how does one get such a collaboration started? My slogan

is, “If something is worth doing, it is worth doing badly”.  The difficulty, I suppose, is to get

oneself up to glimpsing the problem and the solution in their full global dimensions. This,

perhaps, is the difficulty of Lonergan disciples, many of whom see functional specialization as

simply a handy way of ordering their own work. It goes far beyond that. It is, with his economics

as a perhaps distant second, his main magnificent contribution to the history of human

progress.67 As I noted above, by it he succeeded  in solving, in embryo and modestly,  both

Plato’s and his own problem of the Implementation of a policy for the good life.   He did so only

within the context of his own discipline, but he was not unaware - tired as he was in the decades

after 1965 - of its wider scope.

So, how do we start doing it badly? Some of my own suggestions and my present effort

are detailed in my Website writing, Cantower III, available June 1st, 2002, for your perusal. It is a

matter of individuals, secure enough in themselves and in their job, having a shot at doing a

precise job on some topic in some of the eight suggested divisions. 

And this brings me closer to the topic of Part 1, and to my view of  “A Fresh

Pragmatism”.  As already noted, this phrase is the subtitle of my recent book, Pastkeynes

Pastmodern Economics. A Fresh Pragmatism,  and it is the topic of the third, fifth and sixth

chapters: “Inventing Pragmatics”, “A Fresh Pragmatism in Education”, “Proximate Pragmatics”.   

 The third chapter emphasizes two points. The first is what I have said above: there has emerged

in the past centuries a fragmentation and dissipation of effort in every discipline - even in the

apparently safe discipline of geometry -   that cry out for a convenient structure of collaboration.

This becomes my first foundational category, and it has wide and strategic significance

that we cannot enter into now.68 However, there is no harm in drawing attention to its relation to

an ancient Chinese aspiration: “The Master said, ‘In instruction there is no separation of

categories. The Master said, ‘There is no point in people taking counsel together who follow

different ways.’”69  And so I come to my second point and my second category: the admonition

to ‘Be Sensable’, a neologistic admonition that  nonetheless satisfies most views on education.

These two categories are intended to replace the formidable list that Lonergan gives in
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Method in Theology. Why? In the first place, very few, if any, can claim to incarnate those

categories: for instance, how many people, in or out of biology, have a decent perspective on the

heuristics of development?70 In the second place, the ills of our time and of axial time have to be

met by people as they are, within the statistics of their present probabilities. What is to meet those

ills is not some Husserlian axiomatics, nor some mighty challenge such as the book Insight, but

people glimpsing some possible shift for the better, and having a shot at implementing that shift.

Lonergan’s categories were Lonergan’s personal achievement: they have, in a key sense, little to

do with the need for the division of labour that history has forced upon us, nor even with good

teaching.

So, we arrive at the viewpoint of Part 2 and Part 1 of this essay. Part 2 invites those

thinking and writing on education to try to locate their work within the suggested division of

labour. By locate I mean that, to the best of their ability, they try to hold, sentence by sentence,

to the function that they think they are fulfilling. Am I interpreting Dewey on a particular area?

Then I don’t go on to compare Dewey and Adler, or add illustrations of how it would effect local

teaching, or even criticize it. These belong in another ballpark. For students of Lonergan there is

an added challenge lurking in the question, What am I doing when I am interpreting Lonergan?71 

And so I come back to Part 1 and its suggestion that those who consider themselves good

- sensable - teachers invite themselves, or be invited, to thematize their own performance. This

effort brings them back to the problem of themselves and their own identity, but it also generates

the stuff of research, the beginning of, or a freshening of, the cycle of collaboration. As I typed

that last word I thought of two suggestions of collaboration, one thirty years ago, one sixty years

ago. Thirty years ago there was the slogan ‘Ongoing Collaboration’ associated with the

International Lonergan Conference in Florida: it never happened. Sixty years ago Lonergan

concluded his article on “Finality, Love Marriage” with a request that it be a beginning of

discussion: it failed.72  Might I suggest, especially to Lonergan followers perhaps thinking of 2004

as the centennial year of Lonergan’s birth, that something definite be undertaken towards the

implementation of functional specialization in the context of that occasion?  Obviously I am

interested in collaboration and would benefit from it in my decade-long Cantower struggle with
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our axial needs.  Cantowers IV and V especially express the full deep need of our times, for the

few crazy enough to move with Childe Harold towards the Dark Tower of a new pragmatic

methodology,73 to lead in the building of a Global bower for the human child.74 But there is also

the need for the many who, going against Lonergan’s hope quoted immediately below, do not

refuse half measures but are willing to search out partial solutions for this class and that, for this

specialization or that, who are willing to do something worthwhile badly. With this qualification I

may end here with the conclusion of Lonergan’s Collection:

“Classical culture cannot be jettisoned without being replaced: and what replaces it

cannot but run counter to classical expectations. There is bound to be formed a solid right that is

determined to live in a world that no longer exists. There is bound to be formed a scattered left,

captivated by now this, now that new development, exploring now this and now that new

possibility. But what will count is a perhaps not numerous center, big enough to be at home in

both the old and the new, painstaking enough to work out one by one the transitions to be made,

strong enough to refuse half measures and insist on complete solutions even though it has to

wait.”
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Endnotes

1. I expand on this in P.McShane, Pastkeynes Pastmodern Economics. A Fresh Pragmatism,

Axial Press, Halifax, 2002. Husserl’s Essay on Geometry is available as an Appendix to his The

Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology, Evanston, Northwestern

University Press, 1970. 

2. B.Lonergan, Method in Theology, Darton, Longman and Todd, 1972, ch.5.

3. “The Elements of Meaning” is the title of the summary presentation of the topic in Method in

Theology, chapter 3, section 7. They are the topic of the book Insight, with summary

presentation in chapters 9 and 18. I included a diagrammatic presentation of them in Appendix A

of Volume 18 of Lonergan’s Collected Works: Phenomenology and Logic, University of Toronto

Press, 2001, pp. 322-3. That presentation serves to draw attention to (a) the modally

distinguishable transcendental ‘be adventurous”, the central dynamic of the forward-looking

specialties; (b) the non-neglect of affectivity in the work Insight.

4. I introduced the neologism in A Brief History of Tongue. From Big Bang to Coloured Wholes,

Axial Press, Halifax, 1999, as a strategy of introduction and of incarnating of the investigation.

Only as I struggled with the work referred to in note 1 did I come to see its pragmatic

significance, especially in avoiding a dogmatic nominalism of Lonergan enthusiasts. Later I

exploited the term in the new edition of Music That Is Soundless. A Fine Way for the lonely Bud

A, Axial Press, Halifax, 2002. The ‘Bud A’, is, of course, the ‘Ah(?!)’ of our sensability.

5. B.Lonergan, For A New Political Economy, edited by P.McShane, University of Toronto Press,

1999, 36.

6. This raises another aspect of the reform of classroom performance that would take us off

course here. But it seems worthwhile to repeat a remark I made in another context about a less-
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challenging following of Lonergan. “This following of Lonergan would be no mean achievement

in so far as it grounded a democratic transformation of education. For example, in helping local

children through their mathematics, chemistry etc., I am appalled at the bulky conceptualist-

nominalist texts inflicted on them. Changing the teaching of one subject in one grade could be a

solid lifetime’s achievement.”(Economics for Everyone, 173, note 29)

7. Insight, first page of chapter 14.

8. B.Lonergan, A Second Collection, Paulist Press, 1984, 73.

9. I would note - but this is for those who wish to push forward in a serious fashion with

Lonergan’s full challenge - that this is a key question, landing one in that uncomfortable

paragraph in the middle of page 287 of Method in Theology which includes the words ”from

such a broadened base one can go on” to re-write the first half of Method in Theology. The issue

is the full explanatory metaviewpoint that would make dialogue with the contemporary world

possible. 

The strategic context of that viewpoint is a symbolization of what I call the first word of

metaphysics, dealt with in A Brief History of Tongue, chapter 4, which opens up our searchings

by reminding us that each of us - and our pupils! - are a functional organic unity designated

heuristically as f(pi ; cj ; bk ; zl ; um ; rn ), where the conjugates of our layered  reality are indicated

by the subscripts on e.g. p - physics - and the semicolons push you to control the aggreformic

structure of those integral layers. How else are we to dialogue with people like Pert (note 13) and

Ramachandran? (note 19, below) You may pause now over various other words besides

phantasm. What, for example, do you mean by  image, feeling, dream, differentiation, etc etc.   

10. I am thinking here in particular about the foundations of grammar. On this, see John Benton,

“Teaching English and Language Universals”, Journal of Macrodynamic Analysis, (2) 2002, a

Website journal: www.mun.ca/jmda
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11. B.Lonergan, Insight, 229[254]. I will thus refer to old and new editions of Insight.

12. B.Lonergan, Topics in Education, University of Toronto Press, 1993, 232.

13. This is a difficult reality to come to grips with. It requires that one take seriously the point of

the phrase quoted at note 11, and to place the decline in the context of axial considerations (see

below, note 17). The sickness is in our molecules and nerves. For some help on this see Candace

Pert, with a Foreword by Deepak Chopra,  Molecules of Emotion, Simon and Schuster, New

York, 1999: see especially the index under toxicity.

14. Roughly, the Doctrinaire’s Disease is mistaking map-reading for mountaineering.

Discovering e.g. that the book Insight is doctrinal, a mapping, involves a good deal of

discouraging climbing.

15. I borrow words and notion of colonization from Declan Kiberd, Inventing Ireland. The

Literature of the Modern Nation, Harvard University Press, 1993. The index under colonization

gives abundant references to the problems of colonized expression. To the issue of the

redemptive character of such literatures as the Anglo-Irish, Anglo-Indian and Anglo-African there

must be added the deeper problem of the false objectivity mentioned in note 10 above. A simple

instance of false orientation, a colonization of Scotus’ view of mind in almost all brands of

educated English, is the recurrence of phrases like “understanding the concept of”, “teaching the

concept of”, “clarifying the concept of”. Such orientations murder the educational process:

neither child nor adult mind fits this linguistic mold.  

16. M.Proust, Remembrance of Things Past, Concluding section. This is the theme of the entire

work, but it becomes focussed in the final volume. It points to the absence of elderhood, a

phenomenon of axial times.

17. My notion of an Axial Period sublates Jasper’s view of such a period between 600 B.C and
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200 B.C. The axial period can be considered as a period of over 5,000 years (usefully, think of

2500 A.D. to 2500 B.C.) between the emergence of written languages and the emergence of the

third stage of meaning. More on this in A Brief History of Tongue, chapter 1. See also  below,

notes 34 and 57.

18. On authority, see B.Lonergan “The Dialectic of Authority”, A Third Collection, Paulist Press,

New York, 1986, 5-10. A key issue here is the unity of a science through its efficiency: see Topics

in Education, 160. The deeper issue is the emergence of concrete probabilities of

implementation, a problem that haunts Insight and is thematized partially in chapter seven,

section 8. The word “implementation” occurs about ten times in the book, but never found its

way into the index. (Fr. Crowe and I enjoy joking about our failed indices of Insight and Method

respectively. Indexing is a case of doing something worthwhile badly. In my last conversation

with Fr.Crowe he remarked with a twinkle, “there’s a lot more about feelings in the new index”.)

19.  A contemporary Aristotle would reach, as he did then, for the best of contemporary efforts to

understand sight. I have to hand, e.g., V.S. Ramachandran (with Sandra Blakelee), Phantoms of

the Brain. Probing the Mysteries of the Human Mind, Morrow and Company, New York, 1998,

who has a great deal to say that is relevant to education about the complexity and dominance of

the neurodynamics of seeing. We are back at the issue raised by Lonergan in Insight: “ ....from

biology to economics, or from economics to depth psychology, the defenders were left in the

unenviable position of always arriving on the scene a little breathless and a little late”(733[755]).

The message is repeated in the center of p. 287 of Method in Theology: “one can go on...”. Can

one?; can you and I?  

 20. The problem should be considered in the context of incarnate meaning as a challenge: see

Method in Theology, 3.6 and 14.1.

21. As it happens, today I received a communication from Professor Terry Quinn that he would

undertake such a presentation. However, I call attention to him and his work as illustrating the
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type of reflection I am advocating here for teachers.  His publication “The Calculus Campaign”,

Journal of Macrodynamic Analysis,(2), 2002,( www.mun.ca/jmda ) is a magnificent rescuing of

the two fundamental theorems of the calculus from generations of bad textbook presentation.

22. It is vital to remember that expression and presentation are quite relative. Adequacy is a

matter of occasion, but we are seeking here general heuristic underpinnings. On adequacy, see

Insight 17.2.4, “Truth and Expression”. 

23. “At a higher level of linguistic development, the possibility of insight is achieved by linguistic

feedback, by expressing the subjective experience in words and as subjective”. (Method in

Theology, 88, note 34).

24. My favorite context on the question of reading is Lonergan’s Epilogue to his Verbum. Word

and Idea in Aquinas, where he writes of the presuppositions of reading comfortably on.

25. There is a need for a massive cultural transition to a psychology of leisure that is quite beyond

present fantasy (see note 27). For instance, Lonergan’s theory of economics is ultimately a drive

towards contemplative leisure as opposed to Keynes’ drive towards full employment. Every little

insight is a glimpse of destiny, an edging towards Aristotle’s “finest way” (Nicomachean Ethics,

X, 7, 1177b 26 - 1178a 2).    

26. For instance, squaring a quantity like (b - c) can be a difficulty at one level; at another, the

identity of b here and b there (See Lonergan, Phenomenology and Logic, 62, note 40). 

27. Fantasy as central to the forward specialties is quite unfamiliar to present academic

orientations. It will gradually be thematized and slowly shift the focus of human inquiry to a

profound pragmatic balance. See also note 65 below.

28. Arnold Toynbee, Mankind and Mother Earth. A Narrative History of the World, Oxford
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University Press, 1976, 32.

29. Euclid. The Thirteen Books of the Elements, translated and edited with an Introduction by Sir

Thomas Heath, New York, 1956, vol.1, 355. For Pythagoras’ theorem in the Indian tradition see

360-64.

30. A.K.Ramanujan, “Entries for a Catalogue of Fear”, quoted in The Poetry of Encounter, Three

Indo-Anglian Poets(Dom Morses, A.K.Ramanujan and Nissim Ezekial), Emmanuel Naranda

Lall, Stirling Publishers, New Delhi, 1983, 62.

31. This issue is the topic of P.McShane, “Systematics, Communications, Actual Contexts”,

Lonergan Workshop,(7) Scholars Press,1987, edited by F.Lawrence, 143-174.

32. I think here of the Dialogue of Krishna and Arjuna and the manner in which one can turn

such questions as “Krishna, what defines a man?”(The Bhagavad-gita, translated by Barbara

Stoler Millar, Bantam Books, 1986, II, 54). The answer to the question is, Yes: what defines a

human, a pupil: when you are raising children you are raising questions. What is the topic? Yes:

What is the topic.

33. Introducing the Thought of Bernard Lonergan: Three Papers from Collection, Darton,

Longman and Todd, 1973, Introduction by P. McShane, 7.

34. See note 17 above. What Lonergan calls ”The Greek Discovery of Mind”(Method in

Theology, 90-93) in fact culminated in the three evolutionary sports, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle.

The Medieval sport Aquinas was condemned in 1277. Socrates raised the issue of the transition

through the second to the third stage of meaning, the issue of the phyletic shift from the first to

the second time of the human subject (Lonergan, De Deo Trino II, Pars Systematica, Gregorian

Press, Rome, 1964, Quaestio XXI). Lonergan’s functional specialization is key to the efficient

implementation of the shift. 
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35. Topics  in Education, 232.

36. But a philosophic culture must conceive of those levels in a seriously informed heuristic

fashion. See above, note 9. So, there is the challenge of the field of neuro- and chemo-

psychology

represented by Candace Pert, Molecules of Emotion, Sinom and Schuster, New York, 1999.

37. Ezra Pound, “Commission”, Selected Poems, Faber and Faber, London, 1959, 97. This

apparently brief and casual reference recalls Pound’s stand and search, his unsuccessful effort

to”Speak against unconscious oppression/ Speak against the tyranny of the unimaginative/ Speak

against bonds” (ibid., 96). My Cantower effort seeks to sublate his vorticist effort of 117 Cantos

into a symbolization of the efficient cyclic global towering of a creative minority. 

38. Seamus Heaney, The Redress of Poetry, Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, New York, 1995.

39. P.McShane, The Redress of Poise, 1989. The book is available free of charge on the Website,

www.philipmcshane,ca.

40. The drive of the series of 117 Cantowers ( Website www.philipmcshane.ca) is towards a

doctrinal specification of this new enlightenment, but a pivotal step in the reach for Poise is

discussed in Cantower IX: “Position, Poisition, Protopossession”(December, 2002). 

41. What I mean here is a type of sublation of haute vulgarization. This is treated in Lack in the

Beingstalk: A Giants Causeway, chapter three, “Haute Vulgarization”. One must look to the

genesis of a culture that will give the new meaning to ‘explane’ which is caught in the neologist

imaging of ex-plane: to express ‘down’ from a plain of theory to common sense so that it is

recognized as such. Notice that this was part of primitive culture, of telling and listening to the

tribal tale. It needs restoration, a component in the third stage of meaning. For Lonergan’s

criticism of the normal psychology of haute vulgarization, see his Collected Works, Vol. 6,
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121,155; Vol. 10, 145.

42. B.Lonergan,Method in Theology, 299.

43. Ibid., 350.

44. Insight, 186[210].

45. Method in Theology, 14.

46. James Joyce, Ulysses, Penguin, 1986, 153.

47. Identification is a topic in Insight 17.2.5. It is shifted into the context of identification of

functional specialist endeavour in Cantower III, section 3.3  (www.philipmcshane.ca , June,

2002).

48. Insight, 559[582]

49. This is a large cultural and religious issue, an issue relating to the transition to a third-stage

meaning of participation in providence or karma or whatever. A key text is Insight 7.8.1 which

draw attention to “man the executor of the emergent probability of human affairs”. This pushes

against both traditional Christian and non-Christian perspectives on destiny, captured in the

Muslim poem, “ ‘tis all a checkered board of nights and days/ where destiny with men for pieces

plays”.  For me, there is my favorite New Testament parable, about the unjust steward, with the

message “the children of this world and wiser than the children of light”. As I move through

libraries on business and commerce I take note that far more energy goes into marketing soap

than marketing salvation.  The issue in the paper is the marketing of good education: it is not

done by massive general texts and treatises remote from local structures. Perhaps a parallel from

a field familiar to me will help. It regards economic texts. Recently I lectured in Texas - quite a
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big piece of real estate - on Lonergan’s economics. As I usually do, I perused the local textbooks.

As I usually find, there was nothing in the textbooks about Texas.  On my view of future

economic texts, see chapter 6 of PastKeynes Pastmodern Economics. The localization problem

is, of course, parallelled in education. See also note 62 below.  

50. Insight, 588[611]

51. Herbert Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science (1300-1800), London, Bell and Sons,

1965, vii-viii. 

52. See “Middle Kingdom: Middle Man (T’ien hsia: i jen)” in P.McShane (ed) Searching for

Cultural Foundations, University Press of America, 1984. There are complex issues here,

however, of global  religiosity and human destiny, that need refinement. 

53. The file containing Lonergan’s creative struggle of February 1965 has been made available in

Darlene O’Leary, Lonergan’s Practical View of History, Axial Press, Halifax, 2002. Lonergan’s

focus there was on theology: he was not reaching for a general globally-significant thematic.

54. One might pause here over my selectiveness, drawing attention to Lonergan’s talk of “a

complete retrieval system” associated with research (Method in Theology, 127). I am being

pragmatically realistic in my criterion of selection. If we miss out on some good described

teachings, “the events”(ibid., 250) missed will be eventually thrown up in the dialectics of

recycling. Further, you may note that my selectivity at this stage is not governed explicitly by

some thematic perspective or philosophy of education, or by some strategy of student or peer

evaluation. It is governed more by the admiring spontaneity associated with incarnate meaning.

Of course, one can gradually include in the data accounts of what are contemporarily considered

poor teaching and strange teaching. A later dialectic analysis could well reveal in such teaching

“something better than was the reality”(ibid., 251).
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55. Method in Theology, 161-2.

56. Ibid., 253.

57. See notes 17. 18, and 34 above. 

58. This seems a very strong claim. First, consider my own work over forty years. It may well

contain some decent interpretative efforts, but in general it is random dialectic work that perhaps

should be classified as poor attempts at communicating the task within and outside theology.

What of, for example, of F.E.Crowe’s attempt at history in Theology of the Christian Word: a

Study in History (Paulist Press, New York, 1978)? It moves randomly around the specialties and 

I offer it as a good exercise in discerning, sentence by sentence, what specialty he might be in.

The same can be said for the work of other scholars e.g. the mighty efforts of Robert Doran to

interpret Lonergan on the nature of systematics in recent years of Theological Studies and

Method. We are making a very poor beginning and Crowe makes my point nicely in concluding

the work just mentioned. “When you have a mountain to move, and only a spade and

wheelbarrow to work with, you can either sit on your hands, or you can put spade to earth and

move the first sod”(op. cit, 149).  

59. The Cantowers  appear on www.philipmcshane.ca on the first day of each month. Cantower

I  appeared on April 1st - Easter Monday - of 2002; the final Cantower CXVII  is due December

1st, 2011.

60. Above, Part 2, paragraph 2.

61. Above, Part 2, paragraph 3.

62. B.Lonergan, For A New Political Economy, 37.  See above 49 above. This is not easy to

fantasize forward to. But in the meantime one must advert to present centralist institutions that
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maim efforts to reform, especially in their promotion of alienating doctrines. You have, no doubt,

your own local illustrations. In Canada, no small spot on the Globe, there is a government

Document, Pan-Canadian Protocol for Collaboration on School Curriculum. Common

Framework for Science Learning, Council of Ministers of Education , 1997, not originating with

teachers, not open to local tuning and “not well developed in terms of the suggestions provided

to teachers for the learning and teaching of the curriculum” (Byron D.Butt, An Examination of a

Curriculum Development Model and the Role of the Teacher, M.Ed.Thesis 2001, St. Francis

Xavier University, Nova Scotia, 197-8). The Thesis is, in fact, an examination of a particular

curriculum development in ocean-related studies for this sea-bound province. Butt’s study

reveals the weakness of centralist and doctrinaire documentation. Most evidently, there is closure

on other perspectives on education: so, the Nova Scotia Department of Education  view was “We

would be looking for someone who would be philosophically in line with the Department

vision”(Butt, op.cit.,128). Fortunately, the government document at least advocates vaguely a

vague constructivist perspective, but its language is in the mold criticized at the end of note 15

above.   What was said above, note 49, of Texas and Economics, may well have an

uncomfortable parallel in centralist and centralizing structures of education. Undoubtedly we

need more enlightened NIMBY movements: Not In My Back Yard!    

63. “Metamusic and Self-Meaning” was the second of two Papers presented at the Florida

Conference. The first paper dealt with metabotany: “Image and Emergence: Towards an

Adequate Weltanschauung“. Curiously, these two papers coincide with my interest in the present

paper: changes in the individual botanist (part 1), changes in the culture of any discipline (parts 2

and 3). The papers were published as chapters one and two of The Shaping of the Foundations,

University Press of America, 1976; now available on www.philipmcshane.ca. 

64. On literary studies see chapter five of Lonergan’s Challenge to the University and the

Economy, University Press of America, 1980. The copy on www.philipmcshane.ca has the

advantage of being taken from Lonergan’s own copy, with his markings. On economics, there is

chapter five of Economics for Everyone. Das Jus Kapital, Axial Press, Halifax, 1999. On
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linguistics, there is chapter 3 of A Brief History of Tongue. On Physics there is Cantower X

(January, 2003). Geometry was already mentioned in note 1. Bruce Anderson has dealt with

functional specialization in law in Discovery in Legal Decision-Making, Kluwer Academic

Publishers, Netherlands, 1996, chapter 8. 

65. One major problem worth mentioning is the prevalent psychology of scholarship, which

Lonergan himself shared: it is past-oriented. Forward-oriented studies needs a disciplined

heuristics of fantasy which will take decades to cultivate and identify. On Lonergan’s psychology

of scholarship and its effect on the writing of Method in Theology, see Cantower I, (April, 2002)

“Function and History”, section 4, “Lonergan and Then-Enlightenment”.

66. Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, chapter 1.

  

67. This may strike the reader as curious, since Lonergan is best known for his promotion of self-

attention. But his discovery of Aristotle, Augustine and Aquinas was a rediscovery of the Axial

pointing of Socrates and his equivalents in other cultures described by Jaspers. Lonergan’s

economics, on the other hand, is not just a paradigm shift but an establishment of economics as a

practical science, a paradigm at  present quite unacceptable to the Establishment. See on this

Bruce Anderson and Philip McShane, Beyond Establishment Economics: No Thank You,

Mankiw, Axial Press, Halifax, 22001. (Mankiw got over $1,000,000 up front to write his textbook:

his name rhymes with thankyou!)  

68. A Context is Lack in the Beingstalk: A Giants Causway, chapters 1 and 4.  

69. Confucius, The Analects, translated with an Introduction by D.C.Lau, Penguin, 1988, 137

(Book xv, 39, 40).

70. Insight, 15, 7.1-7.4.
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71. See Lack in the Beingstalk: A Giants Causeway, chapter 1.

72. See B.Lonergan, Collection, University of Toronto Press, 1988, editorial note x, 263-4.

73. Cantower IV meshes considerations of Robert Browning’s “Childe Roland to the Dark

Tower Came”  with Elizabeth Browning’s “Aurora Leigh”.  The theme comes from the beginning

of Mad Edgar’s song (Shakespeare, King Lear, III.iv.171). A childe is a young knight who has

not yet proven himself.

74. The topic of Cantower V ( Website, July, 2002) is the genesis of the new metaphysics, but its

challenge is woven round the lyrics to the familiar Scottish song “Will you go, Lassie, Go?”

written by Francis McPeake which begins “I will build my love a bower”.


